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The BMW Club of Southern Alberta is a member club of the BMW Club of
Canada which is a founding national member of the International Council
of BMW Clubs.
Mailing Address: PO Box 75012 Cambrian, Calgary, Alberta T2K 6J8
General email: email@bmwcsa.ca
Website: www.bmwcsa.ca
Facebook: BMW Club of Southern Alberta (@bmwcsa96)
Instagram: @bmwcsa96
Twitter: @bmwcsa96
YouTube: BMW Club of Southern Alberta

Freude am Fahren [Joy of Driving] Newsletter
•	The BMW Club of Southern Alberta (BMWCSA) publishes
Freude am Fahren in print 4 times per year and emails
Joy of Driving 6 times per year.
•	Ideas and opinions are those of the authors, without authentication
by or liability to BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors or Officers. BMWCSA
reserves the right to modify or edit any material or submissions.
•	Material in this newsletter may describe vehicle modifications or
procedures that may void your warranty, cause your car to fail
emissions tests, or make your insurance company or agent unhappy.
BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors and Officers are not responsible for
any consequences that may ensue.
•	Please send Newsletter Items and Questions to Chris Tworek at
Tworek@bmwcsa.ca
•	Please send Address Changes to Glen Cook at
membership@bmwcsa.ca
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Kalender
Please be socially responsible
when you attend our events!
Sept 3

 C&C – 10:00 to noon – Ricky’s at Deerfoot
C
Meadows across from Ikea

Sept 10	
EUROFEST at Sheni’s Auto Trend – 12:00-4:00 PM free general attendance – register your car at:
www.eurofest.net
Sept 14	
Social & General Meeting – moved to private residence (email events@bmcsa.ca for address and pizza
order) 6:00 PM Pizza Social + BYOB; 7:30 Meeting
Sept 21

 orsche Club Invitation for HDPE Evening at RMM
P
– see Tours in Newsletter for details

Oct 1

 C&C – 10:00 to noon – Ricky’s at Deerfoot
C
Meadows across from Ikea

Oct 12

Social & General Meeting – see Sept 14th for invite

Membership in BMWCSA
Membership is a family affair with many of our events
devised with family participation in mind. The family membership
of $60 for one year, $105 for two years and $150 for three years
covers all household family members. You do not have to own a
BMW to be a Club member!
To join the club, download the membership form from the link
below and fill in your details: https://www.bmwcsa.ca/wp-content/
uploads/2021/10/Membership-Application-R4-20210910.pdf
For more info, or to submit your membership application, please
email Glen Cook or Victor Yuen at: membership@bmwcsa.ca
Membership privileges include newsletters and participation
in many social and motoring activities, plus a 15% discount on
parts & lifestyle accessories at BMW Dealerships. After one year
of membership, you will also enjoy a 2% Rebate off MRSP on
either a new car or motorcycle from BMW Canada. This discount
is based on MRSP and not on your negotiated price.
Also many of our advertising sponsors, whose ads appear
in our newsletters, offer discounts to members for parts and
services. Please remember to show your BMWCSA card and
identify yourself as a club member when purchasing parts,
accessories and service.

We would like to welcome to the Club:
New Members:
Jonathan Alphonsus – 2014 328i, 2022 330i
Jimmy Bailey – 2011 335d, 2015 M3, 2015 X535d
Grant Bateman – 1998 M3, 2011 335i
David Paulucci – 2003 M3, 2022 MS Competition
Zak Sitan – 2009 335i, 2013 X5M, 2013 335i
Returning Member:
Katrina Bryant – 2001 M3, 2020 X3M Competition, 2022
X3 M40i
Ivo Hula – 2022 Subaru Outback
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The President’s Corner – Greg Walsh
The BMW Club Southern Alberta (BMWCSA) is described as
a Car Club. The Club activities this summer however, have proven
beyond doubt that BMWCSA is a club of affable, kindhearted,
charitable and supportive People. Folk who like to come together
to share their enthusiasm of Bimmers, while ensuring all present
have a good time.
Our activities are fun for all because each and every one
pitches in, contributing what they can to make the day. Some
have assigned tasks they volunteered to, others just see a need
on-the-spot and wade in. I could fill a whole newsletter pointing
out the myriad of individual efforts and offering specific thanks,
let me just highlight a few while silently acknowledging the
scores of others.
Fathers’ Day saw a new route and attractions sorted out by
Victor Yuen and Glen Cook.
As ACC remains closed on Wednesday evenings for our
monthly meeting, Janice Herbst has offered her home with its
spacious balcony. Several pleasant evenings with pizza and libations have solved many car and world problems with some club
business actually attended to.

while all this was ongoing lots of other folk just pitched-in where
they saw a need. What a group effort!
We also have folk who enjoy touring the world in Bimmers
and sharing their adventures on the road. This wouldn’t happen
without thoughtful organization and preparation well in advance
and during the escapades. Wallace Chow has taken on the
head Wranglers role with all sorts of aid in ideas and execution
from Ralph & Teri Harding, Gerard Mercier, Chris Tworek, RobErt
Spina, Ray Hansen and Marg Cook.
As I said, these are but a few of the phenomenal volunteers/
organizers/helpers/participants who facilitate our good times.
We need to celebrate our club spirit and those who come to help
with or without a position and perhaps recognition – Just something fun people do!
Our Club succeeds because our members step forward.
Thank you All!
I wish you Joy of your BMW.

Greg Walsh

Our Tire Rack Street Survival school came about with long
hours from Gary Coleman, Glen Cook, Chris Tworek and a whole
host of onsite volunteers and instructors.
The 25th year Anniversary Newsletter was a collaboration of
memories from Fredrick Kozak, Rick Sayer, Gary Leadbetter et al,
laboriously compiled by our Editor, Chris Tworek.
The Annual BBQ was graciously organized by Bruce
Borstmayer and Rob Norum, two members who pitched in
knowing that regrettably they wouldn’t be in attendance. Our
BBQ hosts Lyla and John Chipperfield had to watch from the
quarantine confinement of their house while we all celebrated,
but their extended family of daughters and sons were unstoppable in their efforts to accommodate with help at every turn.
Rainer Kahl stepped up as the mellow voiced MC, Marg and
Glen Cook saw to the registration booth while Judy Tworek and
Heather Mercier ‘manned’ the Wined-up and Silent Auction
Tables. Chris Tworek ensured that the Kids had a Goodie Bag.
And of course, the M-Corral was the inspiration Victor Yuen. And

Just another 2002 of interest at the BBQ!
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Father’s Day Drive 2022
Life must be getting back to normal as we actually managed to hold our Father’s Day Drive on Father’s Day without
postponements, smoke or inclement weather. Approximately 21
cars and 45 people headed off on the Drumheller Tour. We hit the
usual sites such as the canyons but the drive favorites were the
Last Chance Saloon for lunch, the Bleriot Ferry and, the end to a

perfect day, eating those delicious pies at the Pie Shop & Eatery
in Rosebud. A special thanks to the folks at the Pie Shop located
in the Rosebud Inn. They are not open on Sundays but opened
up especially for our group!
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Annual BBQ 2022
A gorgeous August 14th Sunday saw a record crowd of over
130 people and a dozen kids come to the beautiful Chipperfield
acreage to enjoy our annual BBQ. This year’s edition featured
the M Corral organized by Victor Yuen to celebrate the 50th
Anniversary of BMW Motorsport and the always tasty Great
Events meal, Silent Auction and Wined Up. A bonus was the
belated 25th Club Anniversary Cake (which was actually for last
year but at least we remembered!) along with Victor’s slideshow
of our first 25 years.
It takes a few volunteers to organize a party for over 130 of
your closest friends. Bruce Borstmayer and Rob Norum coordinated the event and over a dozen volunteers did everything from
EventBrite to setup to cleanup. It is always amazing how there
is always some last-minute task and how many folks jump in to
help!
However, the most honorable mention must go to the
Chipperfield clan. John and Lyla are always generous in offering
and preparing their acreage. This year Jamie, Elizabeth, Sarah,
and Thomas and Susan Schenk made a stupendous effort to

help out. As an example, John did not want what he called a
K-Mart layout of cars – Jamie and Thomas spent a few hours laying the circular rows which added greatly to the visual enjoyment.
And did we mention the three-story scaffold for the photographers …. and what parent allows three 2002’s up on the patio?
The Club would like to thank the generous Silent Auction
donations from Calgary BMW and BMW Gallery (who also paid
for the larger tent this year), Mobile Solutions, Alpine Autowerks,
Motorwerkes, Tunerworks, Refine Auto Salon, Fix Auto and
Sheni’s Auto Trend plus a couple of member donations. The
proceeds of the Auction and the Wined Up go to our Drivers Ed
Fund which this year balanced the costs of putting on our Street
Survival School.
This year, all kids got a Lego race car and a Hot Wheels
vehicle, the door prize was a BMW Puzzle, Peoples’ Choice (nonM) received a set of BMW Vintage Prints and the M Corral winner
got a 50 M Commemorative backpack.

Photography by Jason Badham (drone shots on cover),
Thom Carlson, Victor Yuen and Chris Tworek

We remembered eventually ...

The many splendored colors

The tires were clean ...

Anthony Kalcounis 2002 with 6 Cylinder M Power
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Corral Winner - Anthony Kalcounis

We work real hard for the
Newsletter!

Non-M Winner Sheni 318i
hardtop cabriolet

See what a scaffold can do for your shot!

BMW Calgary X6M Comp & Bruce Lukey i8

Even back rows were fantastic - Stuart Payne i8
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Tool Box Magic
I’ve been collecting tools for decades now, everything from
woodworking to mechanics tools. You can never go wrong buying a quality tool, I say. A friend’s grandfather had a saying, “I
don’t have enough money to afford poor quality”. I agree. Our
last oven was not expensive, but with a lifespan of only 5 years, it
would end up being more than twice the price of our latest, high
quality oven. I was not impressed.
The problem, though, is finding the tool you need, when you
need it. I bought a nice tool chest on wheels years ago. Stuffing
tools into drawers is a good way to quickly get them out of sight,
but when I need that 15mm socket with a 3/8” drive, I have to
grab my reading glasses and work my way through a large array
of sockets. After doing this a few times, it’s no longer Zen and
the art of Auto Maintenance.
A few months ago, I went with my car club to Lugnutz, and
met JP. The facility was great, but when JP opened the tool drawers, I thought I was in heaven. Now, I like organization as much
as the next guy, but taking the time to do anything about it, well, I
have way too many interests. That’s my excuse, and I’m sticking
to it. These tool drawers, however, were a work of art, each tool
in its place, nothing missing. Amazing! JP designed everything
in AutoCad, and sent the file to a company for cutting the foam
to the exact shapes he needed.
I went home, did my own research, and bought custom cut
foam inserts from Foam Fit Tools (www.foamfittools.com). I
talked to John Breivogel, who was very helpful. I bought foam
for several drawers in 2 of my cabinets, as well as some extra. It
arrived a few days later, custom cut to precisely fit my cabinets.
The foam I purchased consists of a ½” layer of black polyethylene (adhesive backed), which then glues to a blue foam
layer on the bottom. You cut out the shapes in the black foam,
so a blue outline shows when a tool is missing. It’s also useful
to cut finger sized holes between tools in order to lift them out of
the foam, the fit can be tight.
I emptied my tool drawers to decide which I needed on hand,
and which I never really used. I separated them into drawers that
made sense to me, such as one drawer for screwdrivers, another

for sockets. I then laid out the foam on a table, and placed the
tools on the foam. The blue foam was ¼” thick, the drawers were
2” deep, leaving 1 ¾” of depth for the tools. Some sockets could
stand upright, for example, while others had to lay down.
I never expected this exercise to be so, well, meditative.
Not only did I use my analytical brain, but my creative side
as well. I began to have fun with it. I think I spent most of 2
months deciding on the best organization and pattern for each
drawer. Occasionally I would move bits around, or change drawers entirely. I placed the most-used tools front and centre, and
used artistic strokes when arranging the sockets. I have 1 row of
sockets for each of my 3 sizes of drives (1/4”, 3/8”, and ½”). I’ve
arranged them so the 13mm sockets are lined up – the largest
size in ¼” drive. It’s easy to find other sizes from this starting
point. Sockets smaller than 10mm in each size curve away from
the main line. I have only one 16mm socket, so it stands on its
own.
Once I was ready to cut the foam, I had to decide which
cutting tools to use. I have various utility knives, but in the end
decided on a heavy-duty knife for the straight lines, making for
a more solid cut. There aren’t that many straight lines, however,
and cutting a decent circle with a knife was proving difficult.
Actually, it’s an art even cutting a straight like, making sure the
knife stays at a 90-degree angle for the entire cut, and stopping
without cutting too far. Then it hit me. I had bought several
Dremel tools years earlier for Christmas. I have one called a Trio,
which I used like a router. I found a 1/8” bit, setting the depth
so it cut through the black foam but only dented the supporting
cardboard I used underneath.
After weeks of fine tuning the layout, and conferring with my
wife (who always has great ideas), I finally started to outline the
tools. Sharpie Wet Erase chalk worked perfectly, and is easy to
clean from the foam and the tools, no matter how many days you
wait (don’t ask me how I know). It was exciting to see the layout,
but I wasn’t sure how my cutting would work out.
Finally, I was ready to cut the foam. I needed to decide
where to start cutting, and whether to start with the Dremel or
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the knife. I cut some rough shapes so I had material to test my
cuts. The Dremel cuts out 1/8” of the material, while the knife
doesn’t. As you make more cuts and create more holes, the
process becomes more difficult, as the foam tends to squirm
around. I used a heavy grade of paper to put on the foam and
under the Dremel while routing, so that cuts beside the one I was
working on did not affect the base of the tool. I also kept the cutouts in place as much as possible, to the point of creating small
wedges of foam to fill in some of the Dremel cuts.
Well, live and learn. Funny thing, in the end, it’s hard to see
my mistakes. In fact, the foam inserts look better than they have
any right to. I checked each tool and white outline before cutting,
then used the Dremel on the curved lines and the ends of each
tool. I found this process very meditative, the Dremel humming
along at about 9,000 rpm as I guided it along the line. I placed
the cut at the edge of the line, giving a bit of extra room, but
only a little extra so the tool still fit tightly. Having a good work
light, and using my whole arm and body to guide the Dremel,
made the shapes come out far better than I expected. It was
also helpful to not have a deadline, and to use noise-cancelling
headphones with some good music.
I’m amazed at how well it turned out. It may seem that I
have less tools in each drawer, but I’ve stored the ones I don’t
use and the organization helps immensely. Now when I work
on my car, I find it so much easier to grab, and store, tools.
Everything is at hand and easy to find. I love looking at the
details, especially in the socket drawer. Occasionally I open a
drawer while wandering about in the garage, just to take a look.
Ahhhh, it was certainly worth it.

Article and photos by Thom Carlson

PROUD SPONSOR OF SOUTHERN ALBERTA BMW CLUB
>

paint protection ﬁlm | professional detailing | window tinting <

TEL: 403.301.0222 | EMAIL: REFINE@REFINESALON.COM
WWW.REFINEYOURRIDE.COM
BAY 1, 5524 – 1A STREET SW CALGARY ALBERTA
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Tours & Other News
The May Pacific Northwest Tour through Idaho, Oregon and
Washington was a smashing success with a full article to follow in
the next Newsletter. The September Northern Germany Tour will
soon be under way and we hope to also have a report on that also.
Meanwhile, the same group (Wallace Chow, Ralph Harding,
Ray Hansen and Chris Tworek with the strong guidebook work
of Teri Harding and Marg Cook) that brought you the 2022 Tours
are planning the 2023 Tours which we will have a full expose in
the October Newsletter. Save the date for:
• Canyonlands (USA) – April 29-May 14th, 2023
•	Spain (Madrid – Costa del Sol – Gibraltar – Seville) –
October 1-15th, 2023

Track Day Invite from Porsche Club
America Wild Rose Region (PCA – WRR)
Our member, Mateusz Sobczak, who really believes in our
statement that you don’t need a BMW to be a club member, has
arranged a liaison with the Wild Rose Region Porsche Club to
share their evening High Performance Driving Education (HPDE)
at Rocky Mountain Motorsports. Glen Cook was also involved:
• Event: PCA Wild Rose Region HPDE
• Date: Wednesday 5:00-8:30 PM Sept 21st

•	
Maximum Registrants: 30 (Porsche Club has 25 spots
reserved but do not expect that all will be filled)
• Cost: $450
• Requirements:
o	Prior Virtual classroom orientation and training
(Date TBA – 6:30-8:30 evening session)
o Technical Inspection (May include noise check)
o	Helmet, certified SNELL SA2015 or better
(available for rent at RMM)
•	
Registration and details: https://www.motorsportreg.
com/events/pca-wild-rose-hpde-rocky-mountain-motorsport-428383
• Registration Ends September 10th
•	
Contact: Terry Yip (PCA-WRR HPDE Chair) at
yip.terry@gmail.com

Badlands Motorsport
Badlands Motorsport have announced they have an updated construction plan and investment plan and are seeking
founder members to join their existing investing group to initiate Stage 1 of construction. They have 400 acres to house
two tracks, commercial and resort facilities. See their site at:
www.badlandsmotorsportsresort.com
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Member Cars
and Garages
Estoril Blue 2016 M235I
Sam Culin was at the July CC&C with his 2016 M235i RWD.
Rob Leech at Tunerworks helped make the N55 motored M235i
more robust with Dinan carbon fiber intake and exhaust, Wagner
EVO Competition intercooler & charge pipes, and Wagner performance catted down pipe with Boot Mod 3 OTS, Stage 2 91 tune
(Stage 2 on 91 octane: 315HP / 345 TQ).
Recently, Dinan performance spring set and bumper stops
were installed (lowering the car 5/8 inch in rear and ½ inch in front).
The OEM car came with all gray accents which were
replaced with black, including the grill, mirror caps, rear diffuser,
with the wheels (with Tunerworks 10 mm spacers on front and
12 mm on rear) freshly powder coated black this spring. Note the
unique trunk element – nothing like a test of BMW knowledge!

In house dyno – axle mounted – no tire wear – baseline run $180

Mateusz LuxAuto
We recently reported that our member Mateusz (Mathew)
Sobczak started a You Tube channel featuring the latest toys
we can aspire to. This month, it is the latest BMW two-wheel
wonder:
BMW R 1250 RT: Exterior & Features
https://youtu.be/2oeYj-jbl7Y
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BMW World
Adios BMW i3

This will be the last year of production for the BMW i3 after a
production of some 250,000 units since late 2003.
The “Modern Isetta” won a ton of awards and had numerous upgrades over the past 8 years. There were 60, 94, and
120 Ah batteries with driving ranges of 81 to 153 miles. There
was also a range-extender version with a two-cylinder gasoline
engine for recharging the batteries.
El Presidente Greg Walsh and your editor were given an
early model to road test one fall day.
It seemed like a competent around
town run-about with somewhat awkward styling and interior space. We did
take out to our little test stretch of back
roads towards Millarville. Our recall was
that its rather square wheelbase/tread
ratio made traversing a series of twisty
curves somewhat less than a M experience. We did try to trade it to a cowboy
for his GMC pickup at the Millarville café
but he and the waitress put us down as
city slickers!

paint colors: Frozen Dark Grey and Frozen Dark Red II. There are
20-inch wheels plus a glass roof, adaptive LED headlights, and
a number of posh interior upgrades.
It does make you reflect on what impact, environmentally
and economically, the new wave of EV bemouths from BMW
and other manufacturers will have. It seems the EV Mini is the
new City Commuter but the i4 and iX not to mention the XM are
designed more for a luxurious lifestyle experience.

The i3 paved the way for BMW’s
iFactory and E-Mobility strategy of
“lean, green, and digital” with its pioneering use of sustainable and resource
conserving materials and production.
The last chapter is the “Home Run
Edition” with two new BMW Individual
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Physics and Aesthetics – who knew?
The BMW i8 had the wow appeal of a futuristic supercar
but its skinny and small diameter tires were a major reason for
its average handling capabilities. And so, it goes in the new EV
world – if you stay awake at night with range anxiety and finding
that next charge station – you want tires with the lowest possible
rolling resistance. In short – skinny, small diameter and capped
with wheel covers with minimal turbulence. Moon Caps for all
you oldster hot rodders!
There is also the tire noise situation which is more noticeable because EVs have no voice inciting the inner you. Firing
foam inside the tire cavity cuts noise with minimal impact on tire
performance and ride comfort. Can’t wait to see the new inflators
– will that be nitrogen, air or foam?
However, you average EV weighs 5-10% more than its ICE
cousin. You can’t escape the old F=MA formula you learned in
high school. So – you want bigger brakes and stickier tires just
in case.
While you are at it, that skinny little tire looks lost in the
wheel well of your climate fighter. That hubcap looks so yesterday. Before you know it, you have talked your self into tires and
rims that shout self-esteem at the next CC&C.
So what if your BMW i4 M50, for example, drops 16% from
436 km to 365 km just because you went from the standard
19-inch performance tires to the 20 inch super sticky tire and
sexy rim combo? You gotta feel good about your role in the climate fight!

Classified

Interested parties can refer to www.bmwcsa.ca for additional
photos in many cases. Please see website classifieds for older ads.
For Sale: 2007 X5: Excellent condition! This black beauty has only
102,000 kms! Black exterior with “Nevada” interior. Includes rear
entertainment system, PDC, A/C, Heated seats/steering wheel,
panorama sunroof, sports package. Exceptionally clean. When not
being driven it is parked in the garage. New windshield. Ceramic
coated in Nov 2021. Oil change done every 5000 km.
Call or text: 403-236-5920 or 403-617-5898

For Sale: 2010 X5M: Excellent condition, white exterior, black
interior, heated seats/steering wheel, PDC, Nav, Panorama sunroof.
This vehicle has been lovingly maintained. Exceptionally clean!
When not being driven it is parked in the garage. Oil changes have
been done every 5,000 km. BMW windshield and wipers. Vehicle
was ceramic coated in October of 2020.
Call: 403-236-5920 or 403-617-5898

REMINDER

BMW Canada Loyalty Discount
for BMW Club Canada Members
Members are reminded to follow the proper process
to avoid losing the discount
•	
This is a BMW Canada Plan – BMW Clubs only
administer the application process
• The Loyalty Discount:
o	2% off MRSP up to $2000 (regardless of any
other deal at dealership)
o Applies to new vehicles and motorcycles
o	Applicant must have been a BMW Club member
for minimum of 12 months
o	Some models may be periodically excluded so
check Club website
• Prior to Purchase Club Member MUST:
o	Fill in application form (see https://www.bmwcsa.ca/membership-overview/benefits/)
o	Email to Club President at walsh@bmwcsa.ca
BEFORE PURCHASE
		 •	It can take up to 2 weeks for processing so
apply early
o	Only the Member may submit the application,
no Dealership nor anyone else may submit it
on their behalf
•	Upon membership verification by the BMW Club,
BMW Canada emails discount letter to member
o	Letter is good for up to six (6) months on any
new model
o	
Member presents discount letter to Dealership
during purchase process – cannot be done retroactively!
•	Each member may use only one (1) discount in any
12-month period but can apply for a letter multiple
times
•	Questions – contact Greg Walsh at walsh@bmwcsa.ca
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